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SPEAKER ABSTRACT  

First name and Last name:  Hugo Niesing 

Name of the organisation: Resourcefully 

 

Short description of the organisation:  

Resourcefully is focussing on Smart Energy projects where applying and business case development of 

Smart Grid is central. Main topics concern:   

1)Reducing energy consume  

2)Optimisation of renewable to work, reducing grid dependence.  

Projects address technology, rules and regulations and behaviour changes.   

 

Short CV:  

The founder of resourcefully, Mr. Niesing has an extensive working record in the field of sustainable 

resources management. He studied on both the Amsterdam and the Barcelona Universities. Mr Niesing 

worked as consultant with and for public administrations in The Netherlands and for European 

institutes. As manager and coordinator he knows how to connect strategic, substantive progress and 

communication with administrative approval. 
 

Title of presentation: Smart Grid experiences in Europe, an emerging market 

Abstract:   

Smart Grids and Smart Solutions are growing actually from test environments towards a first generation 

of actual functioning systems ready for deployment.  

We need systems to make rational decisions for us, helping us adapt our energy consumption to a 

fluctuating production.  Only then is it feasible to make the transition to an energy system based on 

renewables. Engineers analysing the energy consumption do see great opportunities for Smart Grids. 

The core concept is flexible demand. The more flexible the demand for energy can be made, the greater 

the chances to adapt the use of energy to fluctuations in production.  Flexibility on the consumption side 

gives the Smart Grid something to play with, to shift loads, to shear peaks, and to use renewable sources 

to the full.  

No better place to investigate the potential for Smart Grids than industrial areas and harbours. This is 

where the big energy users are based. Intensive traffic and handling of goods occurs in the harbour 

areas. But these are also areas where off shore renewable energy reaches the mainland and that 

provide a lot of space for renewable sources. 
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Barriers identified to enter the new energy era:  

1) Cheap fossil energy for large industrial end-users still is a setback for introducing sustainable 

solutions. But margins are getting smaller and energy prices are rising. We need to act smart to convince 

the industry to adapt. 

2) Another hurdle is the supposed absence of flexibility in highly competitive logistic areas. A smart use 

of sustainable energy is not their core business. We need Smart People to find out which part of the 

logistic processes does offer flexibility, without affecting their core-business. 

3) The human side for Smart Grids and complexity, we need Smart People. The efforts required to 

implement these new technologies impact affect considerably the whole organisation. IT systems, 

behaviour of personnel, operating machines, all are affected by the rollout of this technology.    

4) Rules and regulations, in different countries different rules and regulations exist regarding the 

management of energy ´behind the counter´. The sharing of energy consumption and production 

between companies can be severely hindered through this.       

5) The return on sustainable investments. The investing stakeholder is often not the (only) one 

benefitting from the smart solution. This is affecting smarter overall solutions. The addressed examples 

in this presentation do demonstrate that the case for Smart Grids is strong; it is a matter of time before 

they will be widely adopted. 

 

 

 


